Ќ transition is more appropriate for untextured samples than the bottom or 10% point on the small-current-density, resistive H c2 transition which corresponds to H c2 ʈ . However, the resistive H c2 transition is still useful for measuring the breadth of the parallel H c2 transition ⌬H, which may be indicative of inhomogeneity in composition in the sample. Hopes for expanding the useful range of MgB 2 are encouraged by earlier work that has shown that H c2 ʈ ͑0͒ can exceed 70 T in C-doped MgB 2 thin films, 2 but so far the highest H c2 ͑0͒ of C-or SiC-doped wires or bulks is ϳ35 T, 3,4,9,10 only half this value. Since H c2 and H irr enhancement is crucial for magnet applications, we have here systematically studied the H c2 transition and J c ͑H , T͒ behavior of pure and SiC-doped bulks. Irrespective of this high-field perspective on MgB 2 , we should also point out that J c ͑H͒ falls off only slowly in the 10-30 K range, making MgB 2 useful for lower field applications without liquid He.
1 ͑MgB 2 ͒ is a potential competitor to Nb-base superconductors due to its lower raw material cost and good H c2 values. However, some confusion often surrounds the meaning of measured H c2 values in untextured samples, which are almost always the higher value H c2 ʈ , where the applied field H is parallel to the ab planes. Sometimes the irreversibility field H irr is defined by the bottom of this H c2 ʈ transition, making MgB 2 look very good in comparison to an isotropic superconductor such as Nb 3 Sn. But the real measure should be the H irr defined by the extrapolation of the critical current density J c ͑H͒ to zero, which is typically only about half of H c2 ʈ , because H irr is determined by the breadth of the lower, perpendicular H c2 transition, H c2 Ќ . At 4.2 K, measured H c2 ʈ values 2-7 now are very similar to those of Nb 3 Sn, ϳ25-27 T, 8 but H irr values are only 12-17 T due to suppression of current flow in those grains oriented with Mg and B planes perpendicular to the applied field, which explains why defining H irr by the bottom of the H c2 Ќ transition is more appropriate for untextured samples than the bottom or 10% point on the small-current-density, resistive H c2 transition which corresponds to H c2 ʈ . However, the resistive H c2 transition is still useful for measuring the breadth of the parallel H c2 transition ⌬H, which may be indicative of inhomogeneity in composition in the sample. Hopes for expanding the useful range of MgB 2 are encouraged by earlier work that has shown that H c2 ʈ ͑0͒ can exceed 70 T in C-doped MgB 2 thin films, 2 but so far the highest H c2 ͑0͒ of C-or SiC-doped wires or bulks is ϳ35 T, 3, 4, 9, 10 only half this value. Since H c2 and H irr enhancement is crucial for magnet applications, we have here systematically studied the H c2 transition and J c ͑H , T͒ behavior of pure and SiC-doped bulks. Irrespective of this high-field perspective on MgB 2 , we should also point out that J c ͑H͒ falls off only slowly in the 10-30 K range, making MgB 2 useful for lower field applications without liquid He.
Our previous reports 6, 7 showed that higher J c values were obtained in tapes using MgH 2 rather than Mg powder.
Nano-SiC addition improved the high-field J c at low temperatures and produced a measured H c2 value of 23 T at 4.2 K. Here we present a more detailed study of MgB 2 samples cut from this same tape measured without any extraneous sheath material.
MgB 2 bulk samples were prepared by conventional in situ powder-in-tube method with commercial MgH 2 and amorphous B powders which were mixed and packed into a pure Fe tube in air. 7 5 or 10 mol % of ϳ30 nm SiC powder 5 was added for the doped samples. The filled tubes were groove rolled into 2 mm square rods and then flat rolled into 0.5 mm thick by 4 mm wide tapes. 50 mm long samples were heat treated at 600, 700, 800, and 900°C for 1 h under Ar atmosphere making the 12-sample set. 7 After peeling away the Fe sheath, resistivity curves were measured with 5 mA transport currents in a 9 T Quantum Design physical properties measurement system, the 33 T Bitter magnet at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory ͑NHMFL͒ in Tallahassee, and the 60 T short pulse magnet at the NHMFL in Los Alamos National Laboratory. The 10% and 90% points on the resistive transition curves were used to define a transition breadth ⌬H and H c2 ʈ . Magnetization properties were measured in an Oxford Instruments vibrating sample magnetometer, from which the critical current density J c ͑H , T͒ was calculated assuming fully connected samples using the expression J c ͑H , T͒ = 0.5⌬M12b / ͑3bd − d 2 ͒, where b and d are the width and thickness of the rectangular section bar. Extrapolation of J c ͑H͒ to zero allowed extraction of H irr . However, following Rowell, 11 we believe that the connected cross section 1 / F of our samples is much less than unity, based on calculations of 1 / F using the relation ͑T͒ = F͓⌬ sc ͑T͒ + ͑0͔͒, where n is the measured normal state resistivity and ⌬ sc ͑300-50 K͒ = 7.3 ⍀ cm ͑Table I͒. Table I provides an overview of the properties of the four samples. SiC additions depress T c , raise H c2 , broaden the H c2 transition, and raise n . 1/F factors are variable and much less than 100%, implying that the variation in measured n in Table I is only partly due to scattering. The best connected sample was 900°C pure at only 17%, while the two 600°C samples were only 8%-9% connected. Reaction temperature also played a large role: T c was lower, n higher, H c2 ʈ higher, and H c2 transition broader for the 600°C reaction. Figure 1 shows J c ͑H͒ measured at 4.2 and 25 K but the values are not easy to systematize because of the competing influences of connectivity, H c2 , and flux pinning. At H Ͼ 6 T, the SiC-doped samples have higher J c ͑4.2 K͒ than the pure samples, consistent with their higher H c2 ͑see Fig. 4͒ . At low H where H c2 is not important, J c ͑4.2 K͒ for the 600°C-SiC sample drops below the 900°C-SiC sample, consistent with its smaller connectivity ͑8% vs 12%͒. By contrast, J c ͑4.2 K͒ of the pure samples is higher for the 600°C reaction than for the 900°C reaction for all H, a striking contrast with the expectation from the approximate halving of connectivity ͑9% vs 17%͒ seen in Table I . However, transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ analysis 12 shows that the MgB 2 grain size is significantly smaller after 600°C rather than after 900°C reaction ͑Fig. 2͒. Consistent with Nb 3 Sn where fine grain pinning dominates, 13 the pure MgB 2 samples show a flux-line lattice shear shape of F p curve. The high J c data of the very fine grain pure 600°C reaction are consistent with strong vortex pinning by grain boundaries, which have been shown 14 to be an important pinning center in MgB 2 . However, the low connectivities in Table I also suggest that the local, vortex pinning J c of our samples is up to an order of magnitude higher than indicated in Fig. 1 . Finally we note that J c ͑H ,25 K͒ shows significant effects from T c . For example, the 600°C-SiC sample has the lowest J c ͑H͒ and the lowest T c ͑32 K͒. Figure 3 shows the normalized pinning force at 25 K of the four samples. The SiC-doped samples show higher vortex pinning strength at higher magnetic fields than the pure samples. Microstructural analysis 12 shows that the SiC samples contain a significant density of various nanoscale precipitates, consistent with this additional pinning. The pinning force F p curve shapes were rather independent of temperature.
The full range of H c2 ʈ data is not easy to show in one plot due to the breadth and overlap of the data sets, so in Fig. 4 we show the range ⌬H between the 10% and 90% points on the H c2 transition as a function of measurement temperature only for the 900°C-pure and 600°C-SiC samples, which have the narrowest ͑4.5 T at 2 K͒ and the broadest ͑18 T at 2 K͒ transitions of our sample set. The 600°C-SiC sample has H c2 ͑0 K͒ = 42 T, the highest in our set, considerably higher than in C-doped single crystals 10 or filaments, 9 and exceeded only by some thin films. 4 It is becoming increasingly clear that most MgB 2 bulk samples have rather inhomogeneous electromagnetic properties. High porosity associated with the ϳ40% volume contraction of the reaction MgH 2 +B=MgB 2 provides part of the reason for the low connectivity shown in Table I but our microstructural studies 12 show that various grain boundary phases are present in both pure and SiC-doped samples. Both factors may play a significant role in producing connectivity factors that lie only between 8% and 17%. Partially offsetting these low connectivities is the observation of very fine grains of Ͻ50 nm in all four samples, which appear to produce very strong flux pinning. The most frequently observed grain size in the 600°C samples is Ͻ20 nm, a very favorable size compared to the ϳ150 nm grain size seen in optimum, high-J c , high-H c2 Nb 3 Sn. 8 In summary our study shows that very high values of H c2 ͑0͒ exceeding 40 T can be attained in SiC-doped bulk MgB 2 but also that extended transitions with considerable smearing exist in the higher H c2 samples. Strong vortex pinning is indicated both by J c up to 10 4 A/cm 2 at 10 T, 4.2 K and by distortion of the pinning force curve at high reduced fields in SiC-doped samples.
